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The authors describe a method for graded thin-film deposition requiring a single step that exploits
the noninstantaneous replacement of reactant gases. They deposit the graded silicon-nitride films
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Channeling Rutherford backscattering measurements of the graded films find the N:Si ratio increases sixfold from the c-Si surface to air interfaces.
The refractive index at the crystalline silicon/film interface was 2.96 reducing monotonically to 1.95
at the surface. The graded films achieve improved optics and surface passivation for silicon solar cells
C 2015 American Vacuum Society.
with measured surface recombination velocity of 3.9 cm/s. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1116/1.4935101]

I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing the optical absorption and the emission of
optoelectronic devices while achieving a good surface passivation is a pathway for improved performance. Silicon
nitride (SiNx) films formed by plasma enhanced chemical
vapor deposition (PECVD) are employed on c-Si devices as
antireflection coatings (ARCs) and can provide excellent surface passivation.1,2 SiNx films of moderate refractive index
(approximately 2 at 633 nm) are typically employed, in commercial c-Si cells encapsulated into modules, to increase
transmission to the cell by mitigating reflection and parasitic
optical absorption. Lauinger et al. has demonstrated that the
passivation from conventional uniform-SiNx films monotonically decreases with decreasing silicon content.3 There is
then a trade-off between achieving good passivation and
absorption in the ARC, and hence transmission to the active
cell region.3,4
Graded index5,6 and multilayer7–9 films have been touted
as promising pathways toward improved device optics.
Graded index films fabricated from SiNx can additionally
lead to improved passivation due to the high interfacial silicon content3 and the redistribution of SiNx electronic defects
(K- and N-center) away from the c-Si interface with SiNx.
This redistribution of the K- and N-center defects has been
found to reduce surface recombination.10,11 Previously, the
formation of graded films has required continuous variation
of deposition conditions during fabrication6 or an additional
surface nitridation process.10 We demonstrate here a method
for depositing graded films in a single processing step that
requires only a step change in the silane and ammonia gas
flows at the time of plasma ignition. From three dimensional
modeling of interdigitated back-contact (IBC) solar cells,12
coupled with simulations of the generation profile using
OPAL2,13–15 we find that cells with graded layers acheive
improved efficiency compared to cells with an a-Si/SiNx
stack of uniform layers.
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In this paper, we present two graded coatings in comparison to uniform films of stoichiometric SiNx, silicon-rich SiNx,
and amorphous silicon. The deposition conditions are summarized in Table I. Rutherford-backscattering-channeling
(RBS-C) analysis is used for determining the film stoichiometry, XRBS, as a function of depth. The XRBS is correlated with
the measurements of the refractive index (n633) as a function
of depth determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE).
Chemical bonding in the films is also assessed by Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). Finally, the graded
films are shown to result in an improved surface passivation
of silicon when compared to uniform SiNx films.
II. EXPERIMENT
Two varieties of float zone silicon (100) were employed
in this study. Passivation measurements used 1 Xcm
phosphorus-doped silicon wafers that were alkali etched
prior to cleaning to remove surface damage, resulting in
samples of 190 6 5 lm thicknesses. SE, FTIR, and RBS-C
measurements employed double-side polished silicon samples with a resistivity of 4400 6 900 Xcm. All samples were
prepared according to the Radio Corporation of America procedure,16 followed by deglazing in dilute hydrofluoric acid until
hydrophobic. Postcleaning, the wafers were exposed to atmosphere for less than 2 h prior to coating. Silicon nitride films
were deposited by direct-rf PECVD using an Oxford
PlasmaLab 100 deposition system with SiH4 and NH3 source
gases. The system had a loadlock to mitigate atmospheric contamination of the chamber and was preconditioned following
the procedure described by Wan.17 Table I describes the recipes
employed in this work. The recipes labeled U1, U2, and U3 correspond to uniform films of: silicon-rich SiNx, stoichiometric
SiNx, and amorphous silicon, respectively. The recipes labeled
G1 and G2 for the graded layers correspond to films with a
moderate and a strong concentration gradients, respectively.
Prior to deposition, the PECVD chamber was evacuated to
base pressure to remove residual atmospheric contamination.
After the base pressure was reached, the deposition gases
were introduced into the chamber. The pressure was then
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TABLE I. Deposition conditions and measured parameters for the five films deposited for this work. The preignition gas flows (Pre ign.) are the gas flows in the
chamber during the gas and pressure stabilization prior to plasma ignition. The postignition gas flows (Post ign.) are the gas flows set points after plasma ignition. Also summarized are the film thickness and average refractive index from SE, the average N to Si ratio XRBS , areal atomic density tRBS from RBS-C, the
average atomic density qRBS from RBS-C, SE data from the FTIR bond densities, and the effective lifetime seff at a Dn of 1  1015 cm3.
Pre ign.
(sccm)

Spl.
U1
U2
U3
G1
G2
a

Post ign.
(sccm)

(NH3jSiH4)
20j20
30j10
0j40
20j20
0j40

20j20
30j10
0j40
30j10
30j10

Time
(s)

T
(nm)

n

90
120
60
120
180

58.0
52.7
91.1
51.7
77.8

2.47
1.95
3.96
1.98a
2.00a

XRBS

tRBS
(cm2)
1017

qRBS
(cm3)
1022

[Si–N]
(cm3)
1022

[N–H]
(cm3)
1022

[Si–H]
(cm3)
1022

XFTIR
100

seff
(ms)

0.48
1.1
0
1.05
1.02

3.20
3.70
—
3.71
5.35

5.5
7.0
—
7.3
7.4

9.4
11
—
12
13

0.20
0.53
—
0.52
0.47

4.5
2.5
1.3
2.7
2.7

4.4
21
0
19
18

0.19
0.17
3.92
0.51
1.80

For the graded films, this is the refractive index determined by fitting a single layer model.

stabilized to a fixed processing pressure via a butterfly valve
with a feedback controller. After stabilization at the processing pressure, the plasma was ignited. For the uniform films,
the deposition gas flows were maintained at the same rates
after ignition. For films G1 and G2, the gradients were
achieved by altering the gas flows at plasma ignition, creating a transient shift in the ratio of silane to ammonia. The
pre- and postignition gas flows are listed in Table I. All films
were deposited at 400  C, with an rf power of 50 W and with
a deposition pressure of 650 mT.

[Si–N], [N–H], and [Si–H], summarized in Table I. The
[Si–N] bond-density increases monotonically with increasing qRBS, the average atomic density determined from RBSC and SE data. This indicates that for the graded layers,
[Si–N] is also indicative of density.20 Further, the atomic ratio of nitrogen to silicon measured by RBS-C (Ref. 20)
XRBS, averaged for the graded films, is linearly related to the
ratio of [N–H] to [Si–H], XFTIR, measured by FTIR.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
RBS-C measurements of the amorphous SiNx films were
performed using 2.0 MeV Heþ ions with a glancing-exit geometry. Incident ions were channeled along the [001]-axis of
the crystalline Si substrate and detected at a scattering angle
of 100 ; the incident beam and detector angle are normal and
10 to the sample surface, respectively. This setup reduced
the scattering contribution from the substrate and helped
delineation of the amorphous SiNx layer.18 Figure 1 shows the
resulting RBS-C spectra together with the extracted N signals
after the background subtraction. Qualitatively, the influence
of the gradient recipe can be observed in the lower energy
portion of the Si peak, where samples G1 and G2 have a
decaying Si signal with increasing energy. The Si and N peaks
were used to determine best-fit models for the sample structures using the RUMP code.19 From these measurements, it is
found that samples G1, G2, and U2 have similar near-surface
SiNx compositions, with an N to Si ratio XRBS of 1.15, 1.15,
and 1.18, respectively. Samples G1 and G2 have an additional
Si-rich layer at the crystalline-Si/layer interface, and sample
G2 has a graded composition that increases in Si content from
the surface to the substrate interface. Sample U1 has a significantly higher Si content than the other samples, with an XRBS
of 0.51. The XRBS used to model the RBS-C spectra for samples G1 and G2 in Fig. 1 are plotted in Fig. 2(b), where the
XRBS was calibrated by the SE measurements of thickness.
FTIR measurements were performed with a Bruker
Vertex 80 V using an uncoated silicon piece as a background
reference. The methodology described by Wan et al.4 was
used to determine the concentration of the bond densities

FIG. 1. (Color online) RBS-C spectra of samples G1, G2, U1, and U2 as
labelled. Plots show RBS-C spectra in black, the extracted N peak with
the grey (blue) line, and the extracted Si peak also in grey (red) as labelled.
The fits were performed using the RUMP code (red) (Ref. 19). The inset in
the lower panel shows the scattering geometry.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Seff of samples coated by the uniform films U1 to U3
and the graded films G1 and G2. The film deposition parameters are given
in Table I.

FIG. 2. (Color online) Graph (a) plots ellipsometry measured n633 profile
as a function of thickness from the top to the bottom of the samples listed
in Table I. Note the break in the y-axis. Graph (b) plots XRBS (solid lines)
vs calibrated film thickness (left y-axis) and the modeled Xgas (dashed
lines) vs calibrated film thickness (right y-axis) for the samples U1
and U2.

SE measurements were made with a J. A. Woollam multiangle ellipsometry tool. All measurements were performed
over wavelengths of 300–1500 nm, at incident angles of 55 ,
65 , and 75 . The measurements of U1, U2, and U3 were fitted with a two-layer model comprised of crystalline-Si
(Ref. 21) and a thin-film simulated by the Tauc–Lorentz dispersion model.22 We summarize the results in Table I.
Fitting of the graded films’ SE measurements is achieved by
using 100 subfilm slices to represent the changing refractive
index through the film. Each slices’ optical properties are
fractional combinations of the top and bottom slices according to Bruggeman theory.23 The top and bottom slices are fitted by the Tauc–Lorentz dispersion model.22 The fractional
composition of each slice is monotonically varied, resulting
in the n633 profiles as a function of depth plotted in Fig. 2(a),
along with the measured refractive indices for the films U1,
U2, and U3. We note that, when comparing the fitting error
resulting from both the uniform two layer model and the
sliced model to films G1 and G2, the use of the sliced model
approximately halved the fitting error.
Figure 3 plots the effective surface recombination velocity, Seff, of the symmetrically passivated samples. In this
case, the Seff was determined from measurements of the
effective lifetime seff, performed with a Sinton Instruments

WCT-120 with transient analysis.24 The measurements of
seff are summarized in Table I. The bulk lifetime was
assumed to be limited by intrinsic recombination.25,26 We
find that both graded nitride films perform better than the
uniform nitride films (U1 and U2). However, the best passivation is achieved by a-Si passivation (U3). Despite the fact
that the deposition conditions were identical at the start of
the process for U3 and G2, the Seff is increased from 1.2 to
3.9 cm/s. This reduction in passivation is likely caused by
nitrogen insertion at the c-Si/film interface. Nitrogen insertion in a-Si and SiNx films by NH3 plasma exposure has
been previously explored and has been found to degrade passivation.27 Contrarily, for U2 and G1, the Seff is reduced
from 50 to 15 cm/s. This behavior is consistent with the
work of Butler et al.11 They use molecular dynamics modeling to demonstrate that a SiNx gradient induces a reduction
of the K- and N-center defect concentration at the interface,
mitigating the defects’ impact on recombination at the c-Si/
SiNx interface. In addition, the work of Lamers et al. shows
experimentally that a gradient in stoichiometry produced by
nitridation of the c-Si, prior to SiNx deposition, improves
surface passivation.10
These films offer potential optical improvements for devices to mitigate (or potentially promote) reflection.5–7 The
time constant of the change in gas ratio depends on: (1)
chamber temperature, (2) chamber volume, (3) total gas
flow, (4) pre- and postignition gas ratio, and (5) the relative
consumption of the deposition gases. First, we determine the
chamber volume by measuring the reactor pressure as a
function of moles of gas added. When measured at room
temperature, the chamber volume was found to be 22.9 l.
An effective volume was determined under conditions representative of the depositions procedure (deposition plate temperature 400  C and flow rate 40 sscm at a pressure of
650 mTorr). By comparing the effective volume with the
room-temperature measured volume, we found that the
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temperature of the PECVD gases is 150  C during deposition
The determination of volume and average gas temperature
indicated that at a total gas flow of 40 sscm we are refreshing
the reactor gases ever 21 s. The refresh rate is simple proxy
for the time constant of the changing gas flow ratio post
plasma ignition. We model the molar ratio of [NH3]:[SiH4],
Xgas, by considering the mass balance of the system. The
change in molar concentration is determined by the rate of
moles of ammonia and silane added, less the rate of ammonia and silane removed by the vacuum pump and incorporated in the deposited films. As the process pressure is fixed,
the moles of gas added is equivalent to those removed by
vacuum and deposition (computed from calibrated deposition rates with density measurements). In other words, the
molar concentration of ammonia and silane are solved discretely with the knowledge of the initial concentrations at
preignition. We model Xgas for films G1 and G2 and plot it
versus the deposition thickness in Fig. 2(b). The deposition
time was calibrated to thickness by the uniform samples.
The deposition rate was assumed to vary linearly between
the rates measured for the uniform films U2 and U3 (as listed
in Table I). From the comparison of XRBS and n633, the influence of Xgas is clear. This simple modeling aids in designing
recipes for graded films.
The impact of the graded and uniform layers on IBC solar
cell efficiency was simulated. The optical losses of the films
was estimated using the procedure and software developed
by McIntosh et al.13–15 The IBC cell modeling was undertaken using the procedure described by Franklin et al.28 In
essence, five random pyramidally textured cells are modeled
with different optical and passivation properties represented
by the films studied in this work. The graded layers G1 and
G2 were modeled by films comprised of five layers, owing
to the restrictions of the software.14 The graded layer stack
thicknesses were scaled for optimal AR properties while
maintaining refractive index profiles measured in Fig. 2(a).
Each cell’s films were optimized to give the highest generation under standard test conditions, with a second coating of
SiO2, in line with the 24.4% efficient cell fabricated and
modeled by Franklin et al.28 The simulated cell parameters
are summarized in Table II. From these comparative simulations, the strongly graded film G2 outperforms the other
films, affording the best combination of optics and passivation to achieve a final efficiency (enhancement) of 0.9%
absolute compared to the best uniform film. Further, the
TABLE II. Simulated IBC cell parameters where the cells front surface ARC/
passivating layers are formed by that presented in this work.
Spl. T film (nm) T SiO2 (nm) Jsc (mA /cm2) Voc (mV) FF (%) gIBC (%)
U1
U2
U3
G1
G2
a

5a
63
5a
66b
65b

108
92
111
93
94

35.3
36.3
40.1
40.5
41.9

664
666
705
691
703

Thickness constrained to a minimum of 5 nm.
Combined thickness of the layer stack.

b

81.8
81.8
83.0
81.8
82.5

19.2
19.8
23.5
22.9
24.4

surface passivation and optics of G2 is comparable to the
exceptionally good properties of the layers produced by Wan
et al.,2 where they achieve excellent passivation with low
index, nitrogen-rich films. This behavior is in contrast with
the work of Lauinger et al.,3 which found that passivation
improved as the films became more silicon rich. We speculate that the films produced by Wan et al. resulted in a
silicon-rich interfacial layer resulting in excellent passivation and optics.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A new simple single-step method for the deposition of
graded SiNx films has been demonstrated. The composition
and refractive index of the films were verified by RBS-C and
SE, respectively, and compared with a simple gas flow
model. A strong correlation was found between modeled gas
ratio, and the measured RBS N:Si ratio and n633. The deposition where the gas ratio was changed from 0 to 3 (film G2)
resulted in a measured change in RBS N:Si ratio from 0.2 to
1.15 and in n633 from 2.96 to 1.90. Surface passivation of the
graded films was compared with that of the uniform films
that had the same set gas flows at the time of plasma ignition. Two opposite trends were observed. When the interfacial film was silicon-rich silicon nitride, there was a fourfold
reduction in Seff to 15 cm/s. Contrarily, when the interfacial
film was amorphous silicon, the gradient film passivation
was worse but still achieved an Seff of 4.4 cm/s. We speculate
that the reduction in Seff is caused by enhanced interface hydrogenation and/or a redistribution of defects in the
SiNx,10,11 and the increase in Seff was owing to nitrogen
insertion.27 The reported method for graded film deposition
relies on the noninstantaneous replacement of deposition
gases after plasma ignition and offers a simple, single step
approach, which can also be used to enhance the efficiency
of other optoelectronic devices currently employing a singlelayer ARC.
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